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Season kickoff
SJSU football opens against Oregon
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Spartans open
football season
with Duck hunt

Line by line

Miller completed 16 of 24 passes
tor 244 yards and three touchdowns.
However, It was not until a twoThe SJSU football team knows touchdown explosion during a threewhat to expect from Oregon tomorrow at minute period in the third quarter that the
7 p.m. at Spartan Stadium.
Ducks pulled away from SJSU. increasBoth teams are coming off losing ing Oregon’s 14-10 halftime lead to a 28seasons, hut the Ducks have a potent of- 10 advantage.
fense built around its defending all-PacBut what about this year?
10 Conference quarterback and All.
"San Jose State has made so many
America candidate Chris Miller.
changes,- Brooks said. "It’s hard to
In addition, they have eight return- know what to expect from them.
ing starters on defense.
"I’m sure we will see some subtle
But what can the Ducks expect from changes from them (the Ducks)." said
the Spartans’ attack?
Spartan coach Claude Gilbert. "But they
"They have a new defensive coor- really haven’t changed too much.
dinator (Sam Gruneisen), which makes it
"Most of our changes are subtle
hard to predict what they will try to do rather than major also. How much they
there.- Oregon coach Rich Brooks said. know is a question they must deal with. "They’ve totally revamped their offenline thing the Ducks can count on is
sive personnel.
that 5.151.i will he a healthier squad than
"We’ll have absolutely no idea it was the last time the two teams met.
where we are until we plav the game "
By the time the Spartans played OrLast November in Eugene. the egon last season, they had lost eight
Ducks had little trouble guessing 11.51.1’s players for the year, including offensive
game plan.
linemen John Aimonetti and Manu MullOregon. thanks to 21 second-half talo. Both are now back in the starting
points. breezed to a 35-13 win over the lineup.
Spartans.
On the other side. the Ducks came
The Ducks’ explosive offense was out of spring practice with 21 of their 22
starters
nagged by various injuries.
joined by a stubborn defense that did not
Two of Oregon’s starters are quesgive up a touchdown.
Even with the absence of the Pac- tionable for tomorrow’s opener and two
10’s 1985 1ading rusher Tony Cherry, more will not see any action this fall.
Middle linebacker Darrin Golka
who is currently a member of the San
Frant.isco 49ets. Oregon utilized four missed the Ducks’ last scrimmage with a
tailbacks who combined for 143 yards on bruised shoulder and defensive end Jon
See FOOTBALL, page 5
the ground

By Dale %foul
Daily staff writer

Art students line up
for choice exposure
John Duus Daily
Walter Mosley works with concentration on
a pencil drawing of Morris Dailey Audito-

rium. Fair skies smiled on the art painting
junior as he completed his sketch, a project

staff photographer

for an art class, in front of Clark library
yesterday.

Orientation links blacks with valuable resources
By Gene Johnson Jr.
Daily staff writer
An orientation session connected
black students w ith campus services and
resources necessary for academic success Wednesday.
"A Black Connection,- attracted
80 students to Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The orientation was last held in
1982.
Featured speakers were Steven
Milner, the new chairman of the AfroAmerican Studies Department and Kathy
Mathews. Educational Opportunity Program Wrillitg Specialist.
Milner challenged students to assert
thenisel es academic:111v

You need to have people to fall back on. There
are things that people in (this university) will
not come out and tell you.’

Christopher Raker

president, African Greek-Letter Council
"Declare it’s important to develop
your (studying) skills. Declare that
you’re going to become a positive person. Expose yourself to intellectual
growth. Declare a great deal of pride in
becoming self-reliant." he said.
Mathews spoke about student, who
limit their academic growth and achievement.

New stoplights could be signal
to easier Tenth Street commute
By Amy I.. Pabelan
Daily staff writer
Commuter congestion around campus will be lighter once the newly installed two-way traffic signals at South
10th and San Salvador streets arc
switched on.
According to Marc Powell. associate civil engineer for the San Jose Traffic Operations Department. students will
benefit from the traffic signal at the intersection. especially during commute
hours.
"Students leaving fmm the 10th
Street garage can make an immediat%

Correction
The dates for add/drop and late
registration were incorrectly listed
yesterday in a Spartan Daily advertisement.
Today is the deadline to drop
classes and Sept 12 is the last day
to add classes.
The Daily regrets the error,

right on 10th Street ii roni Elizabeth
Street) and should be able to hit a green
inlight on San Salvador Street with I).
flicting cross traffic." Powell said
John Glaze, supervising traIl,.
nal technician for the department.
the signals should he working in two io
three weeks.
"Wc are waiting for construction to
he completed and for the final inspection." he said. ’ ’We want to make sure
everything is in order before we turn it
on.
Powell said the traffic lights at the
intersection will he coordinated with
other signals along 10th Street. That way
all the lights will he synchronized and
commuters will have fewer red lights.
The South 10th Street and San Salvador Street intersection has a history of
accidents, Powell said.
A total of 47 accidents occurred at
the intersection between January 1972
and July 1982, according to a traffic and
operations report.
Out of the 47 incidents, nine involved bodily injury . but none were fatal
accidents, he said.
Powell said the report listed a
See SIGNALS, page 6

’So many students have listened to
the wrong people telling them they can’t
make it. You need an intellectual curiosit) as well as basic (studying) training:
be curious. It’s not me and you. It’s 1 and
I.’’ Mathews said.
Chistopher Baker, president and coorganizer of the African Greek -Letter
Council
a new organization composed
ot all the black fraternities and sororities
SJSt,I
stressed the need for blacks
at
to network.
"You need to have people to fall
back on. There are things that people in
this institution isOst ..II ot come out
and tell you.
Liii .1 Phi Beta
Baker, also i

Nude man
nabbed in
women’s gym
A naked man was caught in the
dressing room of the wonien’s gym yesterday afternoon by two sergeants of the
University Police Department.
Daniel Costa, 24, was txxiked into
county jail for indecent exposure, UPD
Police Chief Lew Schttz said.
"The department got a call from
one of the women that there was a man in
the women’s gym," Sgt. Shannon Maloney said. "Sgt. (Chris) Gallagher and I
staked out both doors and waited outside
until he came out, then we arrested
hitn,
Costa, who is not an SJSU student,
was caught in the women’s gym earlier
this year, hut was released because of insufficient evidence. Maloney said.
"(Costa) said he had ’accidentally’
walked into the locker mom that lime."
Maloney said.

Sigma Fraternity . said the traternity
plans to continue the orientation
Co-organizer Latrcssa Wilson-Alford, a member of Eta Phi Beta Sorority,
said the orientation can assist in increasing and retaining the number of black
students at SJSU.
The orientation also included two
skits entitled "Beginning of a Semester.- written by Jennifer Jones, member
of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority and "On the
Right Track," by Wilson-Alford and
lmani Kuumba, Omega Psi Phi Fraternity.
The skits focused on the importance
of students to set and maintain the right
See ORIENTATION, page 6

By Scott G. Hamilton
Daily staff writer
Students arrived on the steps of the
art building as early as 4:30 a.m, yesterday seeking reservations to exhibit their
work in campus galleries.
When the doors opened four hours
approximately
later,
5(1
students
crowded into the hall outside the gallery
office. Gallery Director Andy Ostheimer
greeted them with fruit and beverages as
the selection process began.
-This happens each semester students conic early trying to get the space
and time they want,’’ Ostheimer said.
One student reportedly slept in his
car and then showed up on the building’s
steps at about 4:30, only to leave at the
request of university police, she said.
"It’s a weird ritual, a weird, quirky
thing. You’ve got to get here early. said Peter Mangan, a student working toward his toaster’s in fine arts.
Students, assigned numbers in the
order they arrived, met with gallery directors to make their reservations. As of
10 o’clock, 58 had numbers.

Mangan was number 23. but said he
hoped to get a spot late enough in the semester, allowing adequate time to ready
his display of mixed media sculptures.
Six student galleries and several
locked cases are available in the art and
instructional technology buildings for
student exhibits, which change every
week, Ostheimer said.
Not all programs require students to
do exhibitions, hut most of them elect to
anyway, she said, adding that nearly all
of the approximately 192 openings are
filled each year.
"It’s to their ads antage to show
their work. They are artists and it gives
them exposure." Osthellllet said.
Marie Rose Zsutty, another graduate student, was eventually the first in
line, arriving at 5:30.
Getting up early is a sacrifice that
typifies the life of an artist, she said.
Although Zsutly arrived later than
planned, she still got what she wanted: a
select first-May gallery in the first week
of December. This spot will give her
See GALLERY. page 6

A.S. Program Board revamps events calendar
to include big-name speakers and musicians
By Dan Kier
Daily staff writer
The A.S. Program Board plans major changes in the
amount and variety of entertainment provided this year. said
Paul Goeltz, the board’s concert chairman.
According to Verda Alexander, program hoard director, beyond the acts funded by a new revenue-generating account, the board also plans to front additional events with a
551 .591 non-revenue -generating account.
It’s a difficult job to compete with promoter Bill Graham for campus concert bookings because the hoard can
only get groups Graham passes up, Goeltz said.
Peter Case performed a free noon -time concert yesterday. Rhythm Corps and Never Say Never will perform
Sept. 19.
There will be a Spin magazine concert Sept. 27 featuring Green on Red, Long Riders, and local hand Grey
Matter, he said.
(loche said he also plans to book the Dead Kcnnedys,
although he said the punk group will stir up a controversy.
"Bad press is just as good as good press and, I want to
make things happen on campus this year." he said.
Goeltz said he’d like to get the Talking Heads or Frank
Zappe to play on campus but doesn’t know if he will he able
to book either of the acts.
Tina Weymouth, the bass player for the Talking
Heads, is pregnant and Goeltz said this will probably make
a concert from this group unrealistic until spring.
The board is also trying for big-name guests for this
year’s speaker series, said Latressa Wilson -Alford, lecture

chairman. Sen. Alan Cranston, D-California; his opponent
Rep. Ed Zschau, R -Los Altos. and Los Angeles Mayor
Tom Bradley are among possible speakers. Wilson-Alford
said.
Also Randal Robinson, from the National Organization Against Apartheid. will speak later this year.
"Our budget is only 53010 this year and. it is a struggle but we will provide good speakers," Wilson -Alford
said.
Emmma Huckabay, the hoard’s dance chairman, has
many performances scheduled. including a pmduction of
Danccworks on Sept. 12. 13 and 14 and the DanceArtCompany on Oct. 25.
For classical tastes, the program board has Mischa Lefkowitz. a concert violinist scheduled to perform Oct. 28,
and David Tenenbaum on Nov. 25.
Classical arts will again sponsor the weekly Humble
Artist Lecture Series starting on Sept. 9. at 5 p.m. in the art
building, Room 133.
Additionally, the board sponsors the weekly Wednesday Night Cinema in Morris Dailey Auditorium at 7 and 10
p.m.
"Pretty in Pink" plays Sept. 10. followed by "Hannah
and Her Sisters- on Sept. 17 and "Out of Africa" on Sept.
24.
Any surplus funds will be recalled by the A.S. and
Cinch, said he plans on spending extra revenues for free
noon -time concerts toward the end of the year. "I want to
give the students double their entertainment for their money
this year and we will do it.-
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Editorial

New logo should help unify SJSU
McDonald’s had a good idea with its golden
arches. Apple Computers’ bitten piece of
fruit works well as an easy symbol to identify. Now, SJSU has come to its senses and will be
joining the ranks of positive image-makers with the
visual standards program.
The program was initiated by Richard Staley,
director of news and publication services, because
the university doesn’t have a single identifying
logo.
Staley said the quality of visual presentation
will determine whether the university is seen as
being a high quality institution.
If the logos can establish SJSU as a high quality institution, then it’s about time the university
had the unifying emblems.
It’s difficult to dispute such a positive idea.
However. the Financial and Student Affairs Committee of the Academic Senate rejected the draft of
the visual standards program and requested cam-

puswide responses on the program and its consequences.
What consequences?
Well, there is the $1.300 fee the university
paid designers for the logos. The charge is relatively small when it concerns the image of an entire academic population.
In addition, the use of the emblems is optional.
The designs were contracted, paid for and packaged
as a reference, not a rule. The departments will only
have to pay for service costs, such as printing and
photography.
Of course there is the serious concern of Tshirts. Rest assured, these logos are marketed toward letterheads and catalogs the competition is
not in attire. For those who want to market San Jose
State sweatshirts a la Hard Rock Cafe, it’s still an
option and it sion’t confuse the image of the university.

JUST SAY ’NO’

Letter Policy

Amerika

The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write letters to
the editor. Bring them to the Spartan Daily office. Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 208, or the Student Union Information Desk.
All letters must bear the writer’s name, major. class standing and phone number.

Stew
Hintz

Lung cancer is rough penalty for trying to look cool
Smoking should be outlawed! Harsh words trout someone
who on occasion smokes. but let’s just say she should know
better
Smokers should be some of the most pitied people in the
world. Thcy. smell had, their breath stinks and their teeth are
yellow.
Most smokers didn’t get addicted by choice. Many were
influenced by peer pressure to act "grown-up" and take a drag.
They couldn’t hang out with the "in" crowd if there wasn’t a
pack of Marlboro rolled up in their shirt sleeve
So they went along with their friends. just smoking during
school lunch break or in a friend’, car at the drive-in. Smoking
soon became associated with drinking coffee or alcohol Soon.
smoking in cars, at work or any place possible became normal.
Eventually, what had started as a way to look cool had turned
into a full-blown habil.
Smoking may have encouraged them to experiment with
other things. Maybe they began to drink more heavily, smoke
pot or get into cocaine. Or maybe they were content to just
smoke.
But what many people don’t realize is that the smoker is a
victim of an addiction. There is a theory that says if the smoker
really wants to stop, it’s possible. Unfortunately it’s not that
easy.
The smoker trying to quit goes through varying degrees of
withdrawal ranging from food binges to nervous jitters. Many
try to replace cigarettes with gum, candy or coffee. Some make
it and never smoke again. Others make valiant attempts, hut
keep going back
Smoking is an addiction that graces all levels of society,
from the blue collar worker to the corporate executive. Smokers need to smoke like fish need water. Smoking helps to calm
them, or so they belies c. and it helps them get through the das

itt)

press because II Is iii sn possible to smoke sillbout the fear of
being ostracized Women would have made ’Ingress with or
without cigarettes. Attempting to be equal with men need not
have included adopting men’s had habits. As a result, women’s
cancer rate now equals men’s. And Virginia Slims ads should
not praise women for this type of’ progress."

Janell
Hall

But cigarettes, like most recreational drugs, have no redeeming qualities. Cigarettes pollute the environment as well
as people’s lives.
Smoking is one of the leading causes of lung cancer as
well as cancer of the mouth and throat. Ask cancer patients if
smoking was more important than living and most likely say
the answer will he that they wished they never started smoking.
And yet, cigarette ads fill our magazines and newspapers.
look on the back cover of any magazine and most likely you’ll
see a cigarette ad
Women are portrayed as being sexy when smoking. Models wear nice clothes, have perfect hair, make-up and trim, tan
bodies We are supposed to believe that smoking will help us
achieve all these things. Women are brainwashed into believing that it is possible to get a gorgeous man if they hang out in a
bar. smoking.
is as

Virginia Slims ads tell women that they’ve conic a long
omen have made proWell. that ’s debatable

Men are not immune to these tactics. Ads seem to say that
if men want to make it big with women and look rugged, they
should smoke, especially likeness cigarettes because they’re
the test of "real men."
Granted, many of us realize what advertising executives
are trying to achieve and ignore these ploys. Some of us are
sensible enough to know smoking will not get us everything the
ads promise. But some people must believe these ads because
they’re still appearing in magazines.
It’s doubtful that smoking will ever actually be outlawed.
Despite the health consciousness of the yuppie generation,
smoking is too imbedded into our civilization for it ever to be
suppressed. To add insult to injury, taxes on the sale of cigarettes go toward the construction and repair of roads and highways. Soil seems we have a choice --either put up with smokers or put up with pot holes.
But even if smoking is never outlawed, it at least should
not be encouraged by cigarette advertisers It’s as if the advertisers are signing a death certificate with every ad they print.
They make a profit off others’ lives It v. JS11.1 enough that cigarette ads were removed from tele% ision and radio. The ads
should also be taken out of newspapers, magazines and billboards There are enough human advertisers around to sell their
produ,ts We don’t need more

Letter to the Editor
Ammo possession story misleading
Editor.
There are a number of incorrect and misleading statements
concerning your reporting of case No. 86-233-0873. (Sept. 3.
Spartan Daily ,"No charges in ammo possession case").
First. I was never arrested by (the) University Police Department as you reported on Aug. 23. Another error is your
statement that the Army has no way of accounting for training
rounds that may be issued for tactical exercises. All munitions
issued are registered by lot number and all training aids I had
were issued to my unit.
Also, if any unauthorized equipment goes off a range or
out of a training area. it is the duty of unit commanders (such as
myself) and their senior noncommissioned officers to recover
such items and ensure the return of that equipment.
The Daily failed to report that two days p
to the discovery of the items in the hike locker, a turn in was made by

myself to no armory of a large quantity of other training devices recovered by myself and other subordinates. We have
done so in the past and shall continue to do so. Our efforts are
for public safety and arc in no way malicious. Another fact not
reported is that the material found was still sealed in its protective containers and had not been tampered with in any way.
In this light, the investigating authorities recognized that
there w as no intention to use these training devices in any manner outside of military training.
Other statements that you have made border on the outrageous. Your suggestions that "smuggling" and "pilfering"
are going on are direct implications and can lead one to draw
erroneous conclusions. tel me remind you that in this country a
man is innocent until proven guilty.
One last point concerning your consultation with one of
my "good friends" who suggests that I get my kicks by having
little bombs for a souvenir. I must question your choice for this
source of information about my character. I can assure that this

mysterious person is not a "gists! friend."
To summarize, I was involved with the recovery of subcalitter devices and signal flares for their proper disposal I never
intended any malicious activity with these items. There are no
court-martial proceedings. I have no past criminal record. My
bringing the material was a grave judgment in error and I have
been reprimanded by the investigating authorities.
I have nothing to hide concerning this matter. lam mature
enough to admit my mistakes. 0 wonder if the Daily is also)
and I shall continue to serve proudly for a country in which
freedom of speech is regarded as one of the most important
human rights. The fact that there are those who exercise this
right in a rather clumsy manner does not discourage me in any
way.
Jeffery T. Macey
Senior
Aeronautics
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Forget me not
.t.viiNGTON (API Texas
billionaire H. Ross
Perot, alter conferring with Vice President George Bush.
in
a
futile
effort
to obtain a videomillion
’,WI:ell $4.2
tape purporting it, show American prisoners of war alive
in Laos.
is no wonder the story appeared on an inside page of
Itthe local paper. Vietnam was a war we lost a long
tints’ ago.
The existence or possible existence of servicemen
still imprisoned in Southeast Asia has drifted to the back
of many Americans’ minds.
It has been more than 11 years since the United
States pulled out of Saigon, and since that time the Defense Intelligence Agency has had 881 reports of possible
pnsoner of war sightings.
The DIA has managed to discount all but 136 of
those sightings and still lists 2.441 servicemen missing in
action.
lkspite the number of accounts the DIA has been
unable to disprove. the U.S. government, under the leadership of presidents Nixon. Ford, Carter and Reagan. has
failed to make any real effort to resolve the issue.
In addition to the government’s apparent indifference over the POW -MIA affair. there is evidence to suggest that the Army’s Central Identification Laboratory in
Hawaii has deliberatly misidentified remains that it
claims tithe of American servicemen, in an effort to close
the MIA case and discourage families from continuing to
search for their loved ones.
The government has not completely forgotten the affair. and at limes attempts to seek to resolve the issue, but
it seems that any effort the government makes to investigate POW -MIA sightings or to search for human remains
at crash sights is only to disprove the existence of any
Americans held in Southeast Asia.
In February 1985, a joint team of Laotian and American officials examined a crash sight of an American
plane in the jungles of Laos. Three pounds of bone fragments were taken from the sight and flown to Hawaii for
identification.
The lab separated the fragments into 13 piles and
"identified" the 13 crewmen aboard the plane .esacclosed, they are dead and that makes 13 fewer names on
the DIA’s list of MIAs.
Some families were insulted by the treatment they
received and had the remains examined by private forensic pathologists.
Most pathologists agreed that the remains could not
have been identified as specific individuals, and what is
worse, one set of remains contained bone fragments that
were determined tithe non -human.
A group of American intelligence operatives were
ordered into Southeast Asia in the early 80s to re-establish an intelligence network abandoned during the hasty
departure in 1975.
Accounts surfaced indicating Americans may still be
alive in the region and being held prisoner.
As accounts of this news reached higher levels of the
government, the intelligence mission was scrubbed and,
as two members of the intelligence team claim, all information regarding the POW -MIA sightings was buried.
This information, if true, would tend to support the
claim made by many Vietnamese refugees to this country
that servicemen are still alive in Southeast Asia.
Vietnam has indicated Americans may be alive in
the region, but under the control of other political forces
and governments.
Extraordinary efforts of private citizens such as H.
Ross Perot will not bring our boys back nor will our government’s stalling on the issue make it go away.
Only by raising the issue to the front of the political
scene will anything be resolved. Rather than discuss who
is more loyal to the president or who has a cleaner campaign record, the POW -MIA situation should be taken on
as a campaign issue.
These men offered their lives as a sacrifice for their
nation and as the years drag on, those who are now living
may die believing in their country.
Will their country hope that when the last one dies,
so dies the Vietnam war and a loss that happened so long
ago for America?
Slew Hintz Is the assistant news editor. Amerika
will appear esery Friday.
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He and his hand of followers,
known formally as The Campus Ministry
and infomially as the ’Destroyers." are
coordinating their itineraries with college
schedules in the hope they can lead tomorrow’s leaders down a path of Christianity. and away from sex, drugs and
rock ’n’ roll.
"This generation has become amoral.’ Smock claims. saying students are
defending sexual promiscuity and drug
use. "They refuse to admit it’s wrong
"We believe college students are
the key ones to reach."
Smock, entering his 12th year of
touring campuses, has traveled to more
than 500 schools in every state hut

A’ilska. He usually attracts afternoon
g.nherings of a few hundred students or
less, but has become a fixture at many.
colleges.
During a recent interview at his
summer home in Terre Haute, Smock
admitted his message, usually presented
in strident tones with epithets aimed at
abusive students, finds few receptive
ears.
"It’s definitely a small percentage.
We probably turn most people
off . . . . So did Jesus and the Apostles.
They told people things they didn’t want
to hear. But we think we have an influence. We get people thinking," he said.
The son of an English professor.
Smock. 43. said he once was a hippie
drug user who fled to the tranquility of
Moroccan beaches to smoke hashish. "I
dropped out of society for a while," he
said.
But an encounter there with an Arab
carrying a cross on Christmas Day and a
reunion with a high school classmate

to dry up state wine industry

last year at the University of Wis.
preaching to teen-agers in a Terre Haute
vonsin. he was knocked to the ground
parking lot changed his course.
SAN FRANCISCO (API
WorkNow he’s changing lives, including and sprained an ankle, forcing him to ers struck two more wineries yesterday
that of his wife, Sister Cindy. 28. whom preach on crutches for several weeks.
and threatened to shut down California’s
There’s no question about his poli- 55.5 billion wine industry after emphatihe met while crusading at the University
of Florida, and an associate. Brother Jim tics. with which he laces his sermons. cally rejecting the latest employer propoGilles, 24, who sass he was reboni at a He’s added South Africa to his agenda. sal.
Van Haien show after hearing former spent two months there this summer and
Talks broke off Wednesday night
lead singer Day id Lee Roth proclaim. in late July announced the establishment
"Not even God can save your soul at a of "Americans for South Africa. a after sharp disagreement on money and a
group he hopes will "combat the distor- broad range of fringe benefit issues. No
Van Haien concert."
tions and misinformation flooding the new talks were scheduled.
Smock’s preaching almost always
provokes verbal attacks and sometimes American public.
"We will bring the California wine
physical assaults. hut Smock relishes the
Smock fears divestment by Ameri- industry to a halt," said Robert Fogg,
attention his visits attract.
can corporations, a cause taken up on president of the Winery. Distillery and
an atmo- Allied Workers Union Local 186. "I do.
Smock Was banned from the Prince- many campuses, will create
ton campus for one year after a fervent sphere in which the African National not guarantee that I can control my peoembrace ple."
sein
power
and
follower jumped a woman who had ques- Congress will
tioned Smock’s ideas. At Ohio Univer- the Soviet Union and communism.
Asked to be specific. Fogg said he
"We believe in addressing the is- was talking about possible violence and
sity. he says he’s been hit with a pie in
the face, sprayed with beer and had a sues of the day and putting them in a bib- that he wasn’t certain he could contain
cherry bomb explode next to his head, lical perspective," Smock said. "It’s my the anger of the workers in view of the
leaving a ringing in his cars for several philosophy that God ordains capital- employers’ "humiliating offer."
ism."
years.
Fogg called strikes of about 75

Investigators perplexed by cyanide-soup death
RUNNEMEDE, N.J.
A
man who died from cyanide -laced I.ipton
Cup-A -Soup his mother bought to soothe
his upset stomach could have been a random s ict in. hut investigators also
looked yesterday for someone out to get
him or the store.
"Everybody at this point is a suspect," the county prosecutor said.
The death was the sixth from product tampering this year. but the first related to a food product since the wave of
tamperings began with cyanide-filled
Tylenol capsules in 1982.
Camden County Prosecutor Samuel
Ashell said there was enough es ankle in
the body tit’ Louis Denher "to kill a
horse" and the case is being investigated
as a homicide. Rut he said no possibility
has been ruled out.
It all points to a product tampering." said 1 arrs Hicks. a spokesman
for the soup’s maker. Thomas J. Lipton
Inc . based in Englewood-Cliffs.
Ile and the prosecutor said the tampering appeared to be isolated and local,
and did not appear to have occurred dur-

ing the manufacture or company distribution of the chicken noodle soup.
Asbell described Denher. 27. as
"basically a very easygoing indi% idual"
who worked as an electronics technician
for RCA Corp. in Camden.
"He had no problems with his
neighbors or his emploser as jar as we
can tell, the prosecutor said
There have been no calls claiming
respiinsibilitv or making threats, nor
indication of any retribution against the
store or the individual. said Dennis
Wixted, the first assistant county prosecutor.
Cyanide was found in the empty foil
packet the s
mother picked from a
garbage can and brought to the prosecutor’s office and in a second unopened
packet in the box. Ashen said.
The hos. purchased at the
Shop’NBag store in this southern New
Jersey suburb about 10 miles southeast
of Philadelphia. had been punctured and
the envelope slit, authorities said.
An official at the store said security
was being increased.
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striking workers threaten

Evangelist likes to preach on campuses
TERRE. HAUTE.. Ind. I API -Evangelist George F.. Smock. known as
"Brother Jed" to the students who’ve
ieered and abused him for more than a
decade. is looking forward to another
year of preaching on campuses from
coast to coast.

MWO

No poison was detected in about
100 Cup-A -Soup boxes with the same
pulled
6-C-13-GGF
code number
from the shelves of the store where
Denber’s was purchased. the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration said. About
600 other boxes removed from the store
were being tested.
No recall was ordered. However.

iAl\lJOSE STATE
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Licher, in another telephone interview, fired hack. "I think he’s (Fogg)
union -busting. I think it he’s not careful
he’ll lead the union membership in the
wrong direction."
Fogg said the new employer proposal was "insulting. We don’t want to talk
with them any more They can take their
offer and shove it ’

ILI

Lipton pulled the soup from stores in the
area and said area consumers could return the products for refunds. The New
Jersey Health Department told county
residents not to use or buy Cup-A -Soup
About 200 people gathered tor
Denber’s graveside funeral yesterday hut
family members asked that there he it
interviews.

Oelebrate our tirand Opening

40"’"frt vs.OREGON
if4
DUCKS
STADIUM

SAT., SEPT. 6,7 P.M., SPARTAN
Win PAN AM KICU 36 trips to N.Y.
Poster & mini-binocular night
Turn-of-century tailgate party
See Krazy George!

workers at Napa valley’s Charles Krug
Winery and at Gilliam Wine Co. operations at Sanger and Elk Grove. Five
other wineries are already struck, making for a total of about 90(1 workers on
the picket lines
In is telephone interview, Fogg accused attorney Robert Lieber, spokesman for the 12 -member Winery Employers Association of "union-busting"
tactics and charged the association with
having no intention of agreeing to a new
contract.
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METRO

is the New, California-Style Deli Cafe
offering a fresh, exciting menu.

METRO is

offering a Grand Opening Special.
Buy 1 Peppersteak Sandwich and
get 2nd one FREE (with this ad)
between 2-7 p.m. Expires Sept. 12,
1986.

METRO is

open for Breakfast. Lunch. and
Dinner to accommodate even the
most unusual schedule.

140 E. SAN CARLOS
Blain Jack-in-Box & McDonald’s

TICKET INFO (408) 277 -FANS

971-2222

Ex-hostage believes Lebanese
may free American captives
NEW YORK iAPi
The Rev,
Lawrence Martin Jenco said yesterday he
who held
Shiites
believes the Lebanese
him hostage for 19 months want to release three remaining American hostages. but first "the> would like to get
some benefits from this whole thing."
Jenco, in his first news interview
since being freed July 26, also said he
tears that tough rhetoric from U.S. officials might block progress toward the
trio’s release.
When we get into rhetoric that
closes doors . . that’s not beneficial."
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the Roman Catholic priest said.
Reagan adniinistration officials
have frequently denounced the kidnappers as "terrorists’’ and insisted the U.S.
government will not accede to terrorist
demands.
In the 90-minute interview with The
Associated Press, the 51 -year-old Jenco
weary, quiet. but quick to smile and
laugh
said he was heartened by a recent communication, not authenticated,
purporting that the kidnappers had scaled
hack their demands. And he told of long
months in tight quarters with his felloa.
captives, during which they recited poetry, exercised. worked jigsaw puz7les,
argued, prayed and cried.
The remaining hostages are Terry
A. Anderson, 38, chief Middle East correspondent for The Associated Press;
David Jacobsen. 55, administrator of
Beirut’s American University Hospital.
and Thomas Sutherland. 55, the university’s acting dean of agriculture.
The Moslem kidnappers, who call
themselves Islamic Jihad, claimed last
October to have killed another kidnapped
American, U.S. Embassy political officer William Buckley. 58. But a body
was never found.
The kidnappers said they treed
Jenco because he was in ill health. The
Joliet, 111., priest, who has worked as a
missionary since 1974. has a heart ailment, but he said yesterday his health
has improved since returning home.

Your basic
problem:
Physics
Genetics
Statistics
Calculus
Complex Numbers
Analytical Geometry
Stress Analysis
Organic Chemistry
Probability
Gaussian Transformations
Differential Equations
Titrations
Electromagnetics
Thermodynamics
fluid Mechanics
Etc., etc., etc....
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Gadhafi vows
more terrorism
HARARE, Zimbahawe (AP) - I 1byan leader Moammar Gadhafi yesterday denounced fellow members of the
non-aligned movement as puppets and
vowed to "undertake all types of terrorist acts’’ to defeat the United States.
Delegates to the non-aligned summit sat in stunned silence as Gadhafi described their organirntion as useless and
an "international farce."
Zimbabwean Prime Minister Robert
Mugabe. who will head the movement
the
next three years. delivered a carefor
ful response. saying "not all of us would
agree" with Gadhafi
Delegations from the Ivory Coast.
Cameroon and Zaire issued protests after
Gadhafi called their countries "puppets"
because they have tics with Libya’s archenemy. Israel.
Gadhafi said the movement did not
do enough to support Libya after the
United States bombed two Libyan cities
April IS. President Reagan has said the
attack was in retaliation for Gadhafi’s alleged support of international terrorism.
Gadhafi threatened to withdraw
from the movement unless all of its
members severed diplomatic tics with
the United States and Britain which allowed U.S. warplanes to use its bases for
the attack.

Introducing BASICALC. The new
Texas Instruments programmable calculator.
Now there’s a programmable scientific calculator that solves even the
most complex math, engineering
and science problems in a BASIC
way. The TI-74 BASICALC.
Unlike most other programmable
calculators that require you to learn
a new, complicated system of keystroke commands in effect, a new
programming language the TI -74
BASICALC allows you to use the
BASIC language programming you
already know.
But don’t let the BASICALC’s
ease of operation fool you. It also
C NSA TI

has more calculating power than
comparably-priced programmables.
Your basic specs:
Operates as a calculator or
BASIC computer
8K RAM expandable to 16K
RAM
70 built-in scientific functions
Optional software cartridges
for mathematics and statistics
Optional PASCAL language
cartridge
Optional printer and cassette
interface

And a variety of options, like software cartridges, are available that
make it even more powerful and
convenient.
Stop by and see the T1-74
BASICALC for yourself. In basic
terms, what it really offers you is
a bargain.

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
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SPA! goalkeeper Joe 11;angale lunges across the net to block the hall during a recent exhibition victory

Riggs rejoins Atlanta Falcons
Running back Gerald Riggs doesn’t
think he has been compensated fairly by
plishthe Atlanta Falcons for his ace
ments But he’s back in camp anyway,
because he couldn’t stay away from football.
"I am a competitor, I want to play
football. Riggs said Wednesday after
ending a costly, 4 4 -day holdout. "I feel I
really need to get in there and get the ball
rolling."
Riggs had hoped hi force the NFL
team li) renegmate his contract. hut talks
broke down last month and the Falcons
said they would withdraw a S2.41 mil-

lion contract until Riggs showed up and
paid a $I .000-a -day fine.
The Falcons’ offer included a
S450.000 signing bonus that would ra, s,
Riggs’ income to S7(XI.0tXt this year
average salaries of $574.000 on a (hi,.
year extension thri nigh 1,489.
Riggs wanted closer to S3 million
"I know it’s a lot of money. but
is lair and business is business.’’
said "l’he hacks who have is hi’
what 1 has and some who hay c,
achieyed what I have are making eon.,
crab!) more money than the Falcons
offering me."

By Len Gutman
Daily start writer
I he Spartan soccer team opens its
regular season at 7 tonight at Aniaclor
Valley High School in Pleasanton. when
it takes on Western Washington University.
SJSU ended its exhibition season
last Friday with a 3-1 victory over a team
from IBM. Coach Julius Menende, said
he felt the team played well.
"I really think we played better
than we did against the Latin All -Stars,"
Menende, said. ’’That’s kind of encouraging."
The Spartans heat the All -Stars 2-1
Aug. 23 and were scheduled to play
against the San Fransisco Greek American team last week, but because of field
scheduling trouble the game was
canceled.
Nevertheless. Menende7 said he felt
the team had a good exhibition season
and played well at practice during the
past few weeks.
"I’m pleased with the way all of
them are playing," Menende/ said
The gaioe. tonight against Western
Washington is an important one, not just
because it is the first game of the season.
but also because the Spanans need to get
off on the right track if they’re going to
be successful early in the year.
After Western Washington. the
Spartans host defending NCAA chain pion t CI.A on Tuesday night.
’If we get by Western Washington
then we’ve got UCLA, and they ’re
tough. Menentle, said.

Western

Washington might not be that easy.. however.
’They have a strong 141%1’110n of
soccer up there... Menendei said.
Fhe
Washington area is loaded with good
players."
Western Washington scheduled
three games while they were in the Bay
Area, The team was beaten by Stanford
2-1 Wednesday, and faces the Spartans
before traveling to Cal on Sunday.
Menendei was at the Stanford game
scouting Western Washington.
’I felt that they had a good team.
hut I think that it’s an early part of the
season for them and they’re still trying to
find themselves.’’ he said.
Menende, said Stanford had a lot of
opportunities to score. This is evident by
the shot totals. as Stanford outshot Western Washington. 16-4.
Menende, said several Western
Washington players stood out in his
mind, such as midl wider. Andy Donahue and John Poliin. striker John Parker
and forward Dennis 1.ancho
You could see that Western Vy ashington has the potential there ’they have

LUNCH SPECIAL $1.95 Mr 11:30-2 PM
WE FEATURE
Zucchini Polak
Ball Pippins Biit
Chow Mils
PON Pow Clairton

Bieber:Ha Ribs

SOUR Poi& Peak Rib STIW
Swart & Sous Ribs BIEI STIEW
Ciatnitel Chic kr Id

Jumbo Ersc, Rolls
Chirlon Baoccoli
Bad exulillowea

CORNER OF 8rlo & E. SANTA CLARA. OPEN 7 DAYS

Correction
No penalties have been set by the university for athletes
who fail drug testing. which had been scheduled to start this semester but was delayed. Wednesday’s Spartan Daily incorrectly
stated that proposed penalties included loss of eligibility and
possible expulsion.

L.

$1.85
ANY TWO COMBINATION
SELECTIONS ,
04
62.60
ASS THREE COMBINATION
SELECTIONS
Noi valid wink an wk.. offs.
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"The height is there, we just have
to take advantage of the situation." Rollins said.
Rollins played his high school soccer at Amador Valley. and today’s game
is going to be a homecoming for him.
"I’m hoping that there will be a
good turnout. Hopefully some of my old
coaches and my family and friends will
come out, Rollins said. "It’ll be good
to he hack on the old turf."
According to Menende7.. Western
Washington plays straightforward soccer, except that its forwards switch sides
and its sweeper stays well back in the
haektield

kinky’s

A WEElt

(Oro Block Nom School a Encliroininc)

.

Rollins said the Spartans should be
able to win headers off corner kicks pretty easily and get off some good shots on
goal.

kinko’s is your ticket to better looking
flyers, cards, announcements, invitations,
report covers, and other special items. We
have a wide selection of colorful, heavyduty cardstock. When flimsy paper won’t
do, come to Kinko’s. We’ve got it thick and
you’ll get it quick.

CHINESE FOOD WITHOUT THE WAIT
Failed Ric.

Spartan midfielder Rich Rollins is
6-fine -S, and forward Nick Roues eel is
6-foot -3

KINKO’S COPIES
QUICK AND THICK.

MtrilliVCS

SWEET &

ginid players,’’ Menendei said.
He said the team in general was
rather short, and that should be advantageous to the Spartans.

Great copies Great people

FREE
/1JMII0 EGG ROLL
with poach..
at aiiv I on *mei
. oiabira TM. %Oh( 60.
at s.,,sis. paii is
NOT "lid Wilk 4,4, ovIii Mi.
Noy valid vp ,o4 oath as
EXP.922 86

481 E. San Carlos St.
(between 10th & 11th
310 S. Third St.

295-5511
OPEN 24 HOURS
295-4336
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It’s wild.
Sears Swim Bank has just freed student checkbooks.
With Intelli-Checking.
There’s no minimum balance requirement. Or per-check
charge. And we’ve made it my to qualify for a SPX) line of
credit. (So you can start establishing your own credit history.)
We’ll start you out with your initial order of standard
checks, free. And well store your checks for you, too.
Of course, if you need money quick, you’ll have instant
access to our brand new on-campus automated teller, the

"Easy Money Machine"- It’ll keep you in cash 24 hours a day.
365 days a year.
So stop by our booth in front of the Spartan Nxikshop
between August 2S and 29. Or come to our nearby branch,
(285 South First Street, 298-13M),
Sear’: Financial
i
and open your Intelli-Checking
account. And join in the free-for-all. SEARS
ATM located across the street from
the Student Union.

BANK F.!(

All the value you’ve come to expect, now where you need it most.
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Oregon QB Miller no ugly duckling
Senior setting his sights
on school record books

Page 5

Spartans open
Duck season
F(X)TBAI.I., from page I

By Greg Stryker
Daily staff writer
When you mention the Oregon Ducks’ offense, defenses
talk about one player first and foremost.
Quarterback Chris Milky
Miller leads the Oregon offense that invades Spartan Stadium tornomiw at 7 p.m. in SJSU’s season opener.
Miller’s numbers speak for themselves:
He’s ranked as the fifth best passer in the nation by the
Sporting News.
He finished second in the voting for Pac-10 Offensive
Player of the Year.
He set a school record with 18 scoring passes in his junior year.
He needs just 1817 yards this season to break Dan
Fouts’ school record for career passing %ardage.
Spartan cornerback and
free saki% K C Clark has
played against Millet helote
and knows Miller’s abilities
"He’s a %cry good quarterback... Clark said. "He
has the ability to scramble
and throw on the run, which
makes it difficult for a defensive back."
Spartan defensive coordinator Sam Gruneisen immediately singled out Miller as
the key to the Duck offense.
"He’s a gifted athelete
who has good control of the
Sam Gruneisen,
football
game," GruneisenSJSU defensive
said. "The key is to get hint
coordinator
on his hack."
SJSU’s defensive line is an experienced one. Nose guard
Mace Gouldsb%. left tackle Mark Dean and right tackle Wayne
Woodard are all returning players.
A ke% to the game will be whether this trio and the rest of
the &fens’s,: line can introduce Miller to the Spartan Stadium
turf.
Miller isn’t the only concern of the Spartans, however.
Running backs Key in Willhite and James Harper will be busy
running and catching out of the Oregon backfield.
Willhite, a senior, rushed for 195 yards on 50 carries and
caught 10 passes for 61 yards despite starting only four games
last season.
Harper is still unproven as a tailback. The junior carried
15 times for 69 yards as a freshmen but ran for only 30 yards on
12 carries last season.
"We can’t give them a chance to break a tackle." Gruneisen said. "They both can go all the way if we give them that
opportunity."
Miller does not have the luxury of a Tony Cherry in the
tailback spot this season. Cherry, now with the San Francisco
49ers. gained 1.006 yards for the Ducks last season.
Tight end Bobby DcBissehop is another threat to tip the
score in favor of the Ducks. Last season, he caught 16 passes
for 234 yards. including an 86-yard touchdown reception
against Arizona. Thirteen of his lei catches were either first
downs or scores.
"They have an excellent tight end in DeBissehop. He’s
probably one of the best in the Pac-10." Gruneisen said. "Our
outside linebackers are going to he right in his face."
Senior Sam Kennedy and junior Lloyd Forrest will be in

Fichinger aggrasated a bruised left thigh in J workout last
cekend
Defensive end Marty Cleveland underwent back surgery last week and will miss the entire season along with
tight end Kolya Taft, who is expected to have a shoulder
operation.
"I’m ready to play a game and the players are, too, but
we have ill be in better shape than we were last week in
practice," Brooks said. "We’re going to have to get ready
to play very physical football teams from the start of the
season."
Last year, the Ducks’ season was highlighted by Oregon’s most productive offensive attack since 198(1.ind three
first -team all -conference performers However. Miller is
the lone standout that remains.
Gone are flanker Lew Barnes, a three-time all-Pacselection who broke Oregon’s career record for receiving
yardage 12,0481 and tied the school’s record for touchdown
receptions 118). Also gone is Cherry, who turned in the
Ducks’ second-best single-season rushing total (IA/063
As a result, Brooks said the Ducks’ early success will
likely depend on the fortunes of a defensive unit that returns
eight starters from a year ago.
’The continued growth and matunt% of those (defensive) players. as well as adding other younger players in
behind them with good site. speed and talent. will give us
sonic definite improsement there... Brooks said
In 1985. the Oregon defense was ranked last in the
and keep the il:J111 in the
Pac-10, but managed to help
game with opportunistic turno%
tt
ith
takeaw
s on defense -The Ducks finished a
19 fumble recoveries and 14 interceptions Returning to the
Oregon defense are free salet% Id Ilulheo and strong safety
Anthony Newman. both of whom led the squad with three
interceptions each. Newman also had three fumble recoveries last season.
"We were able to niove the hall on their defense only
in the middle of the field and were unable to score much,"
Gilbert said of the last meeting.
On offense, the Ducks will test eight new starters
The main concern seems to lie in the sears Ii tor a replacement of the departed Cherry.. hut Brooks is vonfident
I he
offense can make up Ga. his loss by using several

’He’s a gifted
athelete who
has good
control of the
football game.
The key is to
get him on his
back.’

"1 think we’ll be OK in the backfield." Brooks said.
’ Although I’m not sure we’ll have a single individual who
can be as productive as Cherry was."
m".,S.ISatlew’ill unveil a different look of its own in tornor-

Spechh tultie Daily

All -America candidate (’hris Miller leads Oregon against SJSU tomorrow night at Spartan Stadium
charge tit covering DeBisschop.
Rich Brooks. Oregon’s head coach. real tees Mai Nliller
can’t perform at his hest w ithout some help
"Chris is a great quarterback," he said
the question is
whether he gets support from other players "
The Ducks. w ith a 3-4 Pac- 10 mark and 5-6 overall record
last season, proved that their offense was dangerous at times.
Oregon scored a total of 136 points in victories over Pac-10
foes Washington State. Stanford and Oregon State.
Oregon’s defense wasn’t quite as successful last season. It
S yards a game to rank last in the
allowed an Jocrage r,I 1
conference

grnJunior
college transfer Mike Pere, will he doing the
signal calling in his quarterbacking debut tor the Spartans.
Also on offense. SAL will displa% a new tandem of
running backs iii the likes ant Kenn Jackson. ’tailor college transfer. and Roe SIC%
. whtan returns to the Spartan
roster after an injury -plagued 19145 campaign

In addition, opponents scored an a%erage of 27.3 points a
game against the Ducks last %ear
"My first inclination 1, that its going to be a high -scoring
CROSS COUNTRY: Nevada Cross Country Carnival, Reno Saturgame. hut SOIlleffilleti it doesn’t work out that way," Brooks day
said.
FOOTBALL: Oregon. Spartan Stadium. Saturday. 7p m
SJSU will he out it) avenge last year’s nightmare in OreSOCCER: Western Washington. Amador Valley High School. Pleasgon. Miller and the Ducks buried the Spartans. 35-13. as Miller
anton. Friday. 7 p m
completed 16 of 24 passes for 244 yards.
VOLLEYBALL: Western invitational UC-Davis. Friday. 6 p.m.. and
’’Its going to be a very intense game:* Gruncisen said.
Saturday. 9 a.m.
"The faint of heart won’t want to he out there "
Chris Miller will be out there, and the Spartans are well
ass are of it

Spartans’ Weekend

Cross country seeks answers
IF YOUR BOOKSTORE DOESN’T
at season opener in Nevada
By Paul Heally
Daily staff writer
The SJSU cross country team opens
its season tomorrow, and right now there
are many questions and few answers for
Coach Marshall Clark.
The Spartans will travel to Reno to
take part in the 4.5 -mile Nevada Cross
Country Carnival Invitational, where
Clark hopes some of those questions will
be answered.
"We’ll have three people who will
be very competitive with the people we
go against." Clark said.
They are sophomore Chris Becerra.
the only returning letterman, and transfers Mike Matthews (a junior front Foothill College) and Tim Williams la sophomore from Idaho State).
But after that. Clark said. "It’s
going to be kind of a mystery for us. This
weekend will be kind of an eye opener
for us to see where we are."
The Spartans lost six of their top
seven runners from last year.
Among those trying to break into
this year’s top seven are seniors Ron
Green and Jim Carroll, juniors Steve
Pipe and Matt Lott, sophomore Greg
Talbot and freshmen Ben Palmer and Joe
Murdica. The top seven go to each competition.
One problem the team faces is the
lack of pure long distance runners. Clark

CARRY SHARP CALCULATORS,
CALL AND COMPLAIN.

‘(The team’s
composition) is going
to be kind of a mystery
for us. This weekend
will be kind of an eye
opener for us to see
where we are.’
Marshall Clark,
cross country coach

said many of the runners compete in
track during the spring. but do so in the
shorter distances such as the half mile.
’They have to get used to running
championship distances,’’ Clark said.
Most competitions are run at 10.000
meters, which is about 6.2 miles
Williams and Matthews are expected to help at the longer distances.
Another concern is the team’s lack
of depth.
"We had hoped to pick up one
more distance runner." Clark said.
"We’re one runner short of what I would
have liked from a recruiting standpoint "

That lack of depth could cause some
problems.
"If one of them gets hurt or we
have an academic problem, we’ll be in
real trouble." he said.
The final grade check was still pending, hut Clark said, "We think we’re
OK."
Clark said The Nevada Cross Country Carnival Invitational has been generally a low-key event. But this year Cal Poly one of the top NCAA Division II
programs - and a strong Nevada-Reno
team will compete.

NCAA reinstates suspended Cornhuskers
NCAA will allow the UniLINCOLN. Neb. (AP) The
versity of Nebraska to use all 60 of its suspended players when
the Cornhuskers open their football season tomorrow night
against Florida State. Chancellor Martin Massengale said yesterday.
Massengale said the National Collegiate Athletic Association has granted the university’s request for a stay of the suspensions.
He said the NCAA Council Subcommittee On Eligibility
Appeals will consider the university’s appeal on Tuesday.
"We look forward now to playing the game Saturday
under normal conditions with our players and we think we’ll
have an exciting football game." Massengale said at a news
conference.
Earlier in the day. Nebraska Coach Toni Osborne had said
his Cornhusiccrs. ranked eighth in the preseason poll, might
forfeit their opener against No. 11 Florida State because of the
suspensions.
The game will he televised by ABC. It will be the first
night game at Memorial Stadium.
A decision Wednesday by the NCAA Eligibility Committee resulted in the suspension of 53 Cornhusker players for one
game and seven other players for two games.
NCAA spokesman Dave Cavvotxl said the eligibility committee gave Nebraska an option of suspending at least 10 players per game over a number of games, instead of holding all the
players out of one contest.
The penalties involve about 30 of Nebraska’s top 40 players, Osborne said. He said most of the suspended players had

provided complimentary passes tor people not authonted to
use them.
Earlier Thursday. Osborne called the suspensions "one ant
the harshest penalties ever dealt out by the NCAA.’’ Investigators uncovered no evidence of recruiting violations or money
improperly changing hands, the coach said.
He announced the penalties idler practice Wednesday. Os
bornesaid he was dumbfounded by the penalties because Nebraska coaches and players had been "totally open and honest’.
with the NCAA.
Players acknowledged the violations that investigators
otherwise would not have known about, the coach said.
"We could’ve destroyed our pass gate lists. We left them
as they were." Osborne said. "By being honest and trying to
cooperate, here’s what we’ve got. And we may destroy a season.’’
Fiancees and friends were identified on pass lists as being
family members and students, said Tom Simons, NU associate
sports information director. Under NCAA rules, family memtiers and students are the only people allowed to use players.
passes.
NCAA spokesman Jim Marchiony said Nebraska had declared 77 of its players ineligible last Friday for violating the
complimentary ticket rule.
After hearing an appeal by the university. Marehiony said.
the eligibility committee restored eligibility to 17 of the players
and upheld the suspension of the others.
Under NCAA procedure in such cases, players are declared ineligible by their schools and not by the NCAA.

Sharp calculators are designed to be
first in their class.
Our EL-533 financial calculator
for example, has twenty memories compared to just five for the
competition. So it lets you do
complex calculations like discounted cash flow
analysis.
For those who
prefer lab coats to
pinstripes, there’s
our EL-506A scientific calculator. With
its 10-digit display,
direct formula entry
and 93 scientific functions, it makes performing even the most
difficult calculations easy as pi.
And because it’s sleek, slim and
stylish, you’ll never look out of
step as science marches on.
The fact is, Sharp makes all
kinds of ingenious little calculators that can help get you
through college. And help you
pay for it.
Because unlike college...
they’re surprisingly affordable.
Calculators Audo a2,,, Equipment Bank,no
Systems Broadcast Cameras Cash Registers
Computers and Peripherals Copiers Erectronic
Components Electronic Typewriters Facsimile
Medical Products Microwave Ovens Televisions
Vacuum Cleaners Video Recorders C.1986 Shari,
,hi.lronics Corporation SharpPlaia Mahwah New
.,,ey 07430

1140104 SIIIARP
C( /ME SliARP 1"120l*
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Black and yellow killer beetles
cause elm trees to shed leaves
Both Bidrin and Mciasystox-R have
an L.D50 identification number of approximately 175 mg. to 175 kg. This
number is used to identify the amount required to make a lethal dose. Dimok
said.
The 11350 number indicates how
many milligrams of chemical per kilograms of body weight could cause
death to humans.
Another restricted chemical used on
campus is 2,41), which is used on the
roses, said MeClothlen In the past,
spraying was done with either Pamon.
fungicide, or simply with soap and
water. This is done to control aphids, he
said.
Both McClothlen and Beaudoin
said that precautions are used to apply
the pesticides.

John Duus

Daly stall photographer

These yellow and black elm leaf beetles have caused headaches for the
City of San Jose and now threaten the university’s elm trees.
By Manj Martin
are also attacked by beetles they would
not survive the following winter, he said.
Daily staff writer
The city has spent $19,688 this year
San Jose’s elm cat beetles are attacking SJSU trees, and experts arc on experimental chemical treatment on
elm trees between Second and 17th
searching for remedies.
"They the trees) suffer from an in- streets. said Mark Beaudoin, the city’s
festation of elm leaf beetles. and have tree specialist.
been infested continuously for a number
Beaudoin said the trees, which were
of years," said Verne McClothlen, land- injected with the chemical Bidrin, "have
shown good resistance. The chemical
scape and transportation manager.
The university has spent $2,5110 on stays inside the tree for sonic time, depesticides to kill the beetles this year. pending on the outside temperature, he
said.
MeCloth len said.
The San Jose City Council will disHowever, he said that trying to concuss
funding for a complete program for
trol the beetles on campus trees is "a big
waste of money because San Jose’s elm beetle eradication throughout the city as
soon as it receives results of the Bittern
trees are also infested.
Infested city trees surrounding the experiment. Beaudoin said.
A tree treated with Bidrin would not
campus go untreated and the beetles
be susceptible to infestation from a
jump to SJSU trees, he said.
nearby
tree because the poison is sysMillions of black and yellow beetles
and their larvae live clustered in the hark temic. said Bill Dimok, manager of Tarof the elm trees and feed on elm leaves, get Chemical of San Jose.
Dimok said that Target Chemical
McClothlen said.
Beetles kill the elm trees when they supplied SJSU with Melasystox-R in in.
feed on the leaves early in the year, said jectable capsules for use on its elm trees
this spring. Metasystox-R is also a sysClifford Schmidt. protessin in biology.
Schmidt said that he was "deeply temic, he said.
The chemical Metasysiox-R is a reconcerned that the beetles might strip the
leaves from the trees early enough to stricted chemical, McClothlen said. In
force them (the trees) to grow another order to supervise the chemical’s application in the trees, he said he had to regcrop of leaves. ’ ’
lithe trees grow new leaves which ister with the state.

The chemical capsules are watched
every minute while the application is
being conducted and the trees are covered with plastic wrap, they said.
The city plans to contract with an
independent pest control company.
Beaudoin said. This year’s contract for
experimental pesticides on 4(80 trees
went to Delta Ornamental of Ventura.
"It is actually less expensive for the
city to contract the service than to have
their own landscape maintenance crews
do the job," Beaudoin said.
Beaudoin said that the city budgeted
$26,0(8) this year for control of the elm
leaf hectic and Delta Ornamental saved
San Jose a considerable amount of
money.
The university’s program will be
coordinated with the city’s program, said
McClothlen, and it will supervised by
the county’s agricultural inspectors.
However, Beaudoin said that MU
has not contacted the city regarding the
beetle control program.
The City of San Jose has tried almost everything to get rid of the beetles,
he said. They even tried importing a parasitic wasp from Iran in the late 1970s,
but it did not adjust to this climate.
SJSUs biology department will advise the county agriculture inspectors
and the landscape department. Schmidt
said. They have prosided information
based specifically on campus conditions.
Hopefully the university’s environmental committee will be able to participate in more decisions about the landscape on campus, he said. It would help
to avoid wasted effort.

Absent A.S. member may lose job
By Anthony (’. Perez
Daily staff writer
Where is Don O’Grady. Associated
Students director of business affairs?
That’s what the A.S. hoard of directors wanted to know after Wednesday’s
meeting.
absenteeism
was
O’Grady s
brought up by A.S. Vice President Roger
Wert after a roll call ot board members.
Jim Cellini
This marked the second hoard meetA.S. adviser
ing O’Grady has missed this semester he also failed to show up for an unofficial hoard meeting called during the
summer, A.S President Tom Boothe sistant sports editor for the Spartan
said after Wednesday’s meeting.
Daily, Boothe said.
The board trying to fill that vaWert suggested the hoard consider
cancy,
he said.
taking action to vacate O’Grady’s position if he continues to miss meetings or
Article VII. Section II of the the
fails to contact A.S. officers.
A.S. constitution states that in the event
A director’s seat can be declared va- of a vacancy created by reasons other
cant if absenteeism is a factor. A.S. ad- than recall, qualified candidates would
viser Jim Cellini said.
be appointed by the A.S. president with
’Three consecutive absences from approval by a two-thirds majority vote of
board meetings are grounds for declaring the entire board of directors.
a director’s seat vacant.’’ he said.
Boothe said he had not heard from
"The procedure would simply be O’Grady this semester, nor had he seen
for someone to introduce that motion at him, hut that, in itself, is not of sufficient
the board meeting and for the hoard to grounds to remove O’Grady from office.
vote on it," Cellini said.
Records show that O’Grady is not
In the event a position is vacated, currently enrolled at SJSU but is eligible
advertisements for the position would be for registration, said a clerk in Admisplaced in the Spartan Daily. Wert said.
sions and Records.
The director of communications position is vacant since Dale Moul’s resigAttempts to reach O’Grady for
nation, Boothe said.
comment were unsuccessful
Moul resigned from his position on
In other action, board members
the A.S. board in order to serve as an as- voted to hold off the approval of exec-

’Three consecutive
absences . . . are
grounds for declaring a
director’s seat vacant.’

utive assistant appointee, Greg Rose and
David Ocampo until the board receives a
description of their duties.
A.S. Controller Gabriel Miramonies said, after the meeting. that
Ocampo would he vital in assisting him
with problem solving and fiscal planning. He said Rose would assist Boothe
and Wert ins similar capacity.
Nandor Krause, A.S. director of
student rights and responsibilties said he
was also concerned with the appointees
qualifications.
Krause asked that a written report
listing their duties and qualifications be
submitted to the board.
The board members also approved
the appointments of Marcus Aiu and Annabelle Ladao to the personnel selections
committee. said A.S. Personnel Director
Victoria Johnson.
Aiu. A.S. director of student sees ices and Ladao. A.S. director of non-traditional minority affairs, will assist Johnson in appointing students to vacant
student commitees. Johnson said.
The committees Johnson plans to
fill first are the Student Union board of
directors. Spartan Shops, the judiciary
committee, the special allocations committee and the academic fairness committee, she said.
"Those . . have priorities. so we
are going to try to fill them." Johnson
said.
The board members approved the
appointments of five students who will
work with the personnel selection committee to fill those positions.

New fund to bring bigger concerts
By Dan Kier
Daily stall writer
’The Associated Student, Program Board is taking a
new plan of action this year to produce more entertainment
for SJSU students.
The program board will use funds front the newly established S60,000 revenue -generating account to book profitable concerts for the present acadentic school year, said
program board Adviser ’Ted Gehrke.
"Now there are two types of prograni funds." said
program hoard Director Verde Alexander. **There is one to
make a buck on the big shows, and there is one for the cultural and educational events."
The new tund will enable the program board to hook
large concerts for students on campus and will eventually be
used to cover the high promotion and production cost of
concerts to be held in the Rec Center after it opens in 1988,
Alexander said.
When student fees were raised this year, some of the
A.S. funds were given to the program hoard to establish the
revenue -generating account. said A.S. President Toni
Boothe.
this is a one time allocation for the pr,Jgram board.’’
In previous years the program hoard had been receiving $50,1100 each year to fund all seven types of entertainment handled through the office. This left the concert chariman with 510,(8.1) to work with tin. show costing 58,000.
Gehrke said.
Last year the concert fund was suppose to be used for
booking all concerts through the program board. Every time
the program hoard would sponsor a free noon -time concert,
a local hand, or a small show, the board was losing money,
said program hoard Concert Chairman Paul Goelt7.
Former program hoard Director Stafford Hebert said

the board has heen under pressure to make money from its
shows. The program board is looked upon a, a primary
sponsor of events in the soon -to-be -built Ree (’enter, Hebert
said
"We used to hold all our funds until we could book a
hand that would ensure us a profit." Goa/ said.
Popular rock hand, today charge from $10,188) to
$15,000 in artist tees alone, pulling them out of the program
hoard’s financial reach ot tinnier concert funds. Alexander
said.
"There is way out of this, however, and it isn’t
merely a Band-Aid approach to our problems but a solution
to them." Hebert said.
The funds vs ill not he touched until the hoard books a
money making show, Goa, said "Now we can make bids
for major acts and not use our entire lands."
If the prograni hoard ever loses more than 10 percent
of the account, it will be friven. and the program board will
not be able to use the money until the following year. Alexander said.
The account will earn interest. which will he paid to
the AS.. Boothe said. The fund is outside of the regualr
A.S. budget but it will be audited and its balance will he included in the program hoard directors’ monthly report to the
A.S. board. Alexander said.
The hoard does not have any set guidelines for using
the fund. she said. Alexander said she "would like to leave
more than S60.000 in the account at the end of the year."
Unlike the other program board fund, the rev e nue - gen crating fund will not be recalled by the A.S. at the end of
the year. Goelii said "It Will he aailable for the 1987 program board to use as they see fit
The revenue -generating account that was approved this
year was the brainchild of Hebert. Alexander said.

Campus artists vie for space to display pieces
GALLERY. from page 1
plenty of visibility and time to develop
the selection of sculptures and paintings
she envisions are "still ideas that haven’t
taken form yet." she said.
Some students were not as concerned as Zsutty and Mangan about arising early.
Monica Martin. a junior studying
photography, shared the attitude of
Brenda Sutherland. a senior film student.
"You didn’t need to he here that
long." Sutherland said. "Most in the
people that were here before us only got
here like 15 minutes earlier."

The two arrived at about 7:45. they
said.
Fine arts junior Ben Meecher disagreed. saying that his arrival at 7:15 allowed hint to choose a November show
ter his display of large expirimental ceramic pieces.
Ostheimer said that the weekly
Tuesday night openings fin new shows
help draw attention to the students’ work
from those outside the campus community
In the past it was difficult to attract
the public to campus because of parking

problems that were all.’ s lated with night
showings, she said.
"The purpose of these things is to
try and get an out in the world, but we’re
also try mg to engender a sense oh community here on campus:. Ostheimer
said.
Lectures before the openings by curators. art professors and noted artists
draw added attention to campus artists,
she said.
Ostheimer said the lectures are cosponsored by the art department and the
Associated Students Program Board.

Blacks receive tips for success at orientation
ORIENTATION, from page I
priorities during school.
After the orientation the students
were assigned to groups eonsisisting of
freshmen, returning students and transfer
students.
Upperclassmen gave the students
advice on what to expect at SJSU, best
study locations and the importance of

slylymg

V.1111 Others

by
rep, esentatives from Student Affirmative
Ai min and FOP: the Afro-American
Studies Department: and the African
Greek -Letter Council.
According to its constitution ad poled in Spring 198h. the African Greek Letter Council V. as organimil "to help
implement educational, political, cultulbe

orientation

vs

as

sponsored

nil and social ally Ines and programs
that skill enhance the campus and the
community ."
Greek members of the council include: Alpha Kappa Alpha. Delta Sigma
Theta. Zeta Phi Beta. Sigma Gamma
Rho. and Eta Phi Beta Sororities and
Alpha Phi Alpha, Kappa Alpha Psi, Phi
Beta Sigma and Omega Psi Phi fraternities.

DEADLINE
ADD/DROP
and
LATE REGISTRATION
DEADLINE TO DROP A CLASS:
*FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 5, 1986

Fullerton mows down botanical garden project
By Mari Martin
Deity staff writer
A botanical garden planned for the
space between Duncan Hall and San Car.
los Street was halted after more than S6.000 was spent in preparation.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton ordered construction of the garden stopped
when the National Weather Service’s
San Francisco office suggested the university build a unit to be used by both the
meteorological department and the National Weather Service, said Lester
Lange, dean of the School of Science.
Lange said he could not provide
many details. "It is only in the formative
stage." he said, adding that there is potential for a building on the lot. That is
why "the president scrubbed the botanical garden."
"Of course it would be more than
one story tall," Lange said of the projected building. "Duncan Hall has seven
stones.’
"The garden was all set to go."
said Dennis Suit, the university’s assistant landscape manager. "Dean Lange
decided to stop the garden and replace it
with the National Weather Service building sometime in the distant future," Suit
said.

Carol Salter. of the botany department had drawn up all the plans. The irrigation system had been designed, and
the lot preparation had been completed
before construction of the garden was
halted, he said.
It cost the university about 52,0(8)
to prepare the lot for the garden, plus another $4,188) to fix the underground cables that were ripped up while a crew
was moving trees off the lot. Suit said.
The plans provided to the crew by
the university showed the wrong location
for the cables, he said.
The lot south of the University Police Department will he the new location
for the botanical garden. Lange said.
"Thc university plans to put a much
smaller version of the garden next to the
police station, but we can’t get started
now until we get some kind of plan
drawn up," Suit said.
Building U. between Duncan Hall
and San Carlos Street. was torn down
two years ago, leaving a vacant lot, said
Peggy Asuncion, Facilities Planning
manager. The two-story stucco building
homed the Women’s Center add Environmental Studies. There are two other
houses between the vacant lot and the
street

The old houses in that area were acquired when the university got the property. Asuncion said.
Asuncion was unable to elaborate
on what was planned for the vacant lot or
for the area as a whole

New signals
to ease traffic
SIGNALS, from page I
substantial number of nght angle acciden
Is. Right angle accidents occur when an
onh or south hound vehicle collides with
a cast or west hound vehicle, he said.
Henry Orbach. SJSU’s manager of
raffle and parking operations. said that a
ccess to the campus will be easier when t
he signals are operating.
"It’s difficult to cross 10th Street,"
he said. "Students who take I I th Street
north to get to campus have a tough time
crossing 10th (Street)."

DEADLINE TO ADD A CLASS:
*FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1986

* PLEASE NOTE CORRECTIONS
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS
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Yesterdaily
Campus
Paul Gann, author of a ballot measure to put a limit on
public employees’ salaries, didn’t attend a joint Senate Budget
Committee and Fiscal Review Committee hearing held on
Campus.
SJSU President, Gail Fullerton, expressed tears that the
quality of education at the university and in the state would be
reduced if the proposition passes.

Bloom County

Patton Limn), photos
aid actress in movie

Eva Marie Saint said that letters
LOS ANGELES (API
and pictures provided by an old warrior’s daughter helped her
enormously in preparing for her role as Beatrice Patton in "The
Last Days of Patton."
Saint played the wife of Gen George S Patton Jr., who
flew to his side in Germany when he was injured in an automobile accident. Patton was injured the do before he was to
Archery students will be forced to relocate once construc- return to the United States, and died in December 1945.
tion on the Rev’ Center begins in October. No decision has been
"The Last Days of Patton" will be shown on Sunday.
made as to where classes will be held.
Ruth Ellen Patton Totten. the general’s daughter. "sent
me many, many photos of her mother when her mother was
A group of people concerned about the fate of the trees younger:’ Saint said.
Paseo de San Antonio made plans to present the issue to the
"She sent me pictures of the scene in Roston when Patton
San Jose City Council Thursday morning
briefly returned home. I was able to see the things she wore.
Those photos were priceless. It’s wonderful when people are so
A bill to generate extra money for the state’s work -studs giving in that way. She didn’t know me hut she helped me so
program made it to Gov. George Deukmejian’s desk. It passed. much."
it would be more than a year before SJSU feels the effects.

Sports
This year’s volleyball team, ranked seventh in the country
in a recent poll, won four of five games against the alumni
Tuesday night.
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Career Planning and Placement will conduct procedure
orientations for those requesting a computerind interview from
12:30 to 2 p.m. today in the Student Union Almaden Room.
For information contact Cheryl Allinen at 277-2272.
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Dry Toast

Beginning Saturday. a new shuttle service will he transporting fans to Spartan Stadium for all home games. It will cost
60 cents for the ride to the staduim. hut the return trip is free.
The shuttle will start at the corner of Fourth and San Fernando
streets and drop off pa,engers on the Se. civil Street side of
Spartan Stadium.
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AND IF YOU ACT NOW YOU’LL GET
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Career Planning and Placement will conduct tours of the
Career Resource Center at 1:3(1 and 3:30 p.m. today in business
classrooms, Room 13. For information. contact Cheryl Allmen
at 277-2272.
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The Gay and Lesbian Alliance will have a get acquainted
meeting at 4:30 p.m. today in the Student Union Almaden
Room. For information contact Steve Stein at 293-4630.
The Bulmer Lytton Undergraduate Society will host a
"Party to Plan a Party" at noon tomorrow in the faculty ot
building. Room 104. For information. contact Allison Heisch
at 277-2856.

"Well, you said to vacuum the whole
house!!"
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ADULT (XXX) CLASSIFIED MAGAZINE
FREE! Call 255-0724 (recording)
to get your copy. 24 hrs FREE
510-$360 WEEKLY Up, mailing circulars. No quotas bosses Sincerely
interested rush self-addressed
Network-CDW.
envelope
POL131072, Crystal Lake II 60014

AUTOMOTIVE
BUGS FOR SALE.’ San Jo. is best
BUGS All guersateedi. 100% IS
mincing. OAC Call VW R.tore
non et 297-8200 $200 discount on
.1.1e purchs. w unlit 10
80 MONTE CARLO 06, auto, loaded
with options
Good condition
93000 bo Call 739-1150
’73 CAPRI. 2800 automatic air well
mein!. great student car $950
947-0221, Lora. Nave message
it

HONDA

600 SEDAN

40 mpg.
excInt co%
grl student car
51500 Do, .11 asap Call 942-4947

’89 MUSTANG Aqua sedan. V& automatic. lint rnelnt ideal student
car 52950 best offer 734.9110

COMPUTERS

LOOKING

FOR PART TIME work7
Togo s al 900 N First St is hiring
/or day time positions Plea. call
287-4570 or Inquire within_

LUNCH SHIFT WAITRESS needed
MINATO Japanese cute. Cell
Mac at 998-9711
NEW OPPORTUNITY

Earn 5200.000
to $500.000 Call Tony Luciano at
14081258-5314

OFFICE ASST’ Flex hrs eves
weekends Varied duties In retail
Credit office Call Debby at 2967393. Russells Furniture
PART A FULL TIME RETAIL HELP’ Napreparing
for
firm
tional
Christmas work and semester
break %dr If accepted you will
earn 00 25 starting’ Part time (201
earnings pea week equal 5185
Full 1401eernIngs per week equal
$370 No esperlence is needed becsuse of our intensive on the lob
training program Good math and
Swine
reading skills ere plus
evening and weekend positions
are available and some flexibility
Is allowed during final exams in
addrtion. If you qualify, corporate
scholarships are awarded. Internships are possible. end you may
earn 2,3.4 credits per quarter or
During your winter
semester
spring

DISK TO DISK CONVERSIONS
IBM MS-DOS CP M ALTOS
Portables-OSBORN-TRS-A0
Over SOO Disk formats
Word Pro$1400 a disk
Tapes
cessors -Meg
Prompt Service PU & Delivery
hero
Dela
Creative
Ices

(40803664080

FOR SALE
FUTONS., Quality cotton products
Create your own living 8 Weeping
space with our futon. pillows
and frames Custom Futons & Pil
lows Plug 301 F I Paseo Shopping
Center (at Saratoga & Campbell
Ayes I San Jo. 318.5646 107.
discount on Futons with 1515 .4
I SELL ONLY ONE model and size
(23 3 of bike but you can own a
new 12 -speed for less than 585
MHC Bicycle Sales offers low.
cost transportation needs for the
student 30 day quitrent. All
Call Days 942-T736
Eves 293-4780 Ask for Joe
sales final

MOVING QUEEN ($165/
full 101451
bed (both unused) Dinette 5125 5
a Winn set $285 coffee table set
545 bunkbeds $185 Ali Oro or
bate. Call Greg at 292.9424

277-3163.
PART TIME VIDEO STORE CLERK
Must be neat and have good personality Apply in person to 1045
E Capitol Expiry.. S.J
RECREATION LEADERS NEEDED.
After school program in Santa
Clore lit-F 3 00-6 30 pm 55 61 hr .
Call
reap
sir children required
Julie Or Into 984-3257
RENT EXCHANGE FOR ASSISTING
disabled student wtth personal
care and housework Mon thru
Fri 8 em to 10 15 am Will train.
Cell 243-8900
STUDENT UNION JOBS’ Apply now in
Me Student Union Directors Of.
lice All lobs start at $5 per hr
Audio-visual technician. merit.
nance

assistant

bookkeeping.

ward the annual lee UNLIMITED
borrowing The Seminar Library

or eves Near SJSU Call 297-0110
Or interview

51300 ho

HELP WANTED
AUTO & TRUCK RENTAL utility per.
son Good driving record fievible
hours great p1 lob 15 hr Monarch Rentals, 1717 N 151 St . San
Jose
FRESHMAN SOPHMORE - Type 40
WPM Willow Glen Pre.ription
Phannecy Alt Who M-W -F 3.
T-Th 3-7prn & Set 9 30.m.
3prn $365 hr to start Will train
Call for appointment 266-6261
GREAT PAY & HAS Near Campus! 56$10ttr . 3 nt oh SJSU Annual
Fund Call 277-9206
HOUSECLEANING HELP WANTED.
Weekly or biweekly for 2 1 2 hr.
520 00 Call Gel at 267-0435
HOUSEKEEPING (PT) HELP.Fernale
Student to clean horn. Transp
$2 hr bonus
furnished 55 hr
for perfect attendance 279.3398

available) Previous hotel expert.
once preferred Applicants must
have excellent communication
skills, an aptitude Icor figures. the
ability to work indepadently. and
the desire to work with the public
Apply in person only for all of the
above mentioned positions The
Residence

inn,

Stewart

1080

clerical

High earning potential
S Bonuses’ Immediate openings days

TEACHING ASSISTANTS,
High .hool subl.ts
Satisfy preteechIng requirement
Receive 3 units-5 hours per week
$430 per hour UPWARD BOUND.
WLC 219, call 277-2338
TELEMARKETING RADIO TIME PART
hew
TIME We are looking for
outspoken people to sell sir time
good
This position requires
voice end strong desire to make
money Call Mrs Green at 377.
3600
TELEPHONE SALES-part time Sell
sub.riptions to the Mercury.
News Guaranteed $4 50 hr plus
commission Shift. 9AM.IPM or
plus
4 30P11-8 30PIA, Mon Fri
Set Call today

taosisraliaoi

TELEPHONE SAL ES-56510 hr . eves
& vend Leta aeration and ferti
Gr.I cuntorner liets
lization
Green Thumb Lawn Service 2490560
THE RESIDENCE INN CORP The nolion’s leading ell -suite hotel company hiss immediate openings for
the following positions NIGHT

SERVICES

r

EE s IE s"

IS THAT DESIGN project
due 8 you have no resources for
Ideas or what to build? SRI Electronic. is committed to offering
low cost electronic (component)

481,

t

8 computer information needs for
the student Call Days 942-7736,
Eves 293-4780 ask for Joe
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will consult with SJSU student for 30 minutes FR% Practiceiimtred to sit
.0ectis el immigration and naturalization law
Office located
within 10 minutes from campus
Call Robert Ng at 14081 289-8400
for an appointment
PERMANENT

HAIR

REMOVAL

.paANEPtvwfs.

Eric Kieninger

Thick Crust
TUANKS, GUYS’

tor

men and women Special rate with
faculty or student I D Privete &
confidential Weekdays. cowlings
8 Saturday Sunnyvale Electrolys(s Center Katt Business Park at
Hwy ’01 & N Fairoak Ave (408)
734-3115

Drive. Sunnyvale. Ca 94086

PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH for writWAITRESS - NAGASAKI RESTAURANT Specializing In Japanese
cuisine We are now hiring for
lunch shifts Contact Mako or Jim
at 297-0153

ers, scholars, and public officials
Spaiallzing in historical politi-

biographical

cal
topics Student
discounts available For free Info.
write CLO. 6003-8 Melon Lane.

ST 998-0234
LOS GATOS HOME to share Beautifully tunnels.. quiet, co-ad avi
mo Call
moment did 5350

PVT INSTRUCTION IN KARATE Tang
Soo Do Chuck Norris System
Low rates279-5141. ask for Andy

TYPING
AARDVARKS DON T TYPE. but I doi
Theses
dissertation.
reports
Eight pegs minimum, six months
Ire, disk awe% On-line word

WANTED Mate
smoker. student to share 4
1 4 Os
house. $250
neighborhood. pool. 15 min

ROOMMATE

non.
bdrrn
Good
from

SJSU Cell 2704016

PERSONAL
ARNOLD K. GOOD LUCK wr.tling
this season. Make it your test’ I
ffive you lots. RW
FEMALE COMPANION WANTED to
live with sincere handicapped
man Please call Brian at 2%2308
GIRL FROM IDAHO WE MET Tuesday
in Duncan Can we meet again?
How about Wednesday or Thursday 9 30 at fountain? ’Guy from
All Over

8311

1029

4370.

re%pers,
cessing
thee.,
sumes, offke overflow, mailings,
newsletters Student Discounts
Guaranteed work Only 10 minaes from campus Words and
more (Pamela) 923-7810
AC.
ACCURATE.
COUNTABLE for telephone:. that
toots typing thst’s tops-try
Tony -290-21387 51 SO per page
double spaced All work guar-

ABSOLUTELY

anteed

Trust

Tony

296-2087

Thanks
AND
PROFESSIONAL
ACADEMIC
word processing P J B word processing ottsrs %ally guaranteed
work at competitive rat. Espied
arm papers,
tuned in thesis
group projects, resumes. menu -

BECK SECRETARIAL Student pe
pars, resumes business typing
Gne.dlensaewaoCdallPir17. at’:97-112W3-4"’"
TERESA
HILL SANTA
BLOSSOM
AREA Feet. accurate typing and
word processing available soya
days a week Limited pick-up &
delivery 365-1012
LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
Reports.
processing
theses dis.rtstions group pro-

CALL

word

"Cie, resum. Guaranteed quick
return Per page and hourly rates
TrenscriptIon available Almaden Brenham area Froe disk store,.
steno typing service

Prof

1408)

264-4504
EDITING WORD PROCESSING. 2049448 Emphasis on correct punc

Welton. sentence structure, and
formatting (Turmas!, APA. etc)
Former English maior highly de-

assistance All work guerantewl
Prol.sional, confidential and de-

pendable Willow Glen Are. eery
Call
Mrs
Morton
to locate
(Marsha) from 8AM-8PM al 266-

BLE RATES. Free disk storage
Pam 247.2681 (Santa Clara) See
SJSU Fall Eil Directory of Classes
for erldltIonel coupon moving,

9448
ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Term papers, research papers.
theses & dig...lions (Campbell.
Turabian, APA 3r0
). screen
plays resumes. cover & follow -op
letters, manuscript@ (boolts, articles short stories), trenscrIptIon
Fr. SPE LCHE K. minor edit if re
q%sted). proof, disc storage StuQuick
discounts
dent faculty
turnaround 246-S825
EXCELLENT TYPING SERVICE Term
papers theses resumes asset
tattoos, etc for students and fa
ulty We also do tape tren.rip.
non and bookkeeping Free data
storage Call 245-1789
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
personal legal business. word
processing needs Term papers,
report., r.urnes, cover letters,
theses dissertations. manuals
APA
All asdernic formats
grammar punctuation

parumbia arvin at

Clukk turnaround Disk Mora%
for 30 days Coll (408) 946-4967
Ask for Amanda or leave message

AFFORDA-

NEED THAT FORGOTTEN PAPER
typed fast? Let me help, Term papers letters, reports theses, re
search papers
last end professionally,
FREE
grammar
di
spelling assistance Reasonable

on machl.
RESUMES,

COVERLE TIERS
end
business correspondence Aseig
fence with vocabrasry .ntence
structure, and form if requested
Call 2669448

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE
PROFESSIONAL typing & business were1. Fast. reasonable A near university Call (406)292-4047

rates

Call Msrcle et 294-63/1
(work Mary message) or 926-1274
before ID pm

THESES -- REPORT PAPERS Word
prooeesing w ware alention to

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST -term papers.

data $2 pg for students 53 pg
for professionals Resumes $10
Save your work on the IBM PC tor
1st*, u. Grammar. punctuttlion.
& spelling checked printed - in
publications quality
Erickson

the.s. etc
Accurate. prompt.
$2 25 dbi space per page Saratoga luso call Joan at 741-5880
PUT YOUR WORDS In their best per Experienced proles
%ratios
5104181 word processing papers,
theses resumes Specialist In
technIcel,

.1.11fic
protects
St 15-83 page Call Vicki al 2813058 IBM ere*

Word Processing 371.5293
TYPING DONE

REASONABLE rates

Call Patti at 246-5633
ZEE

TYPING and Secretarial Seen
Ices Fast. accurate WOfil

all

able seven days a we. Located
in the Blossom Hill Santa Teresa

your typing needs Student rates
ranging from $I toll 7S per pace

area
pick-up and delivery Call 365-1012

QUALITY

TYPING

SERVICE

for

Leeiteo

Print Your Ad Here
(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line)

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

11111111.

LEARN A LANGUAGE at your pace
Are you an Independent worker
sealing rna Oman flexibility in
IMP
Earn units
busy
your
through a unique program Cell
Dept of Foreign Languages at
277-2576
WELCOME BACK to an
other %%Witt Hope to we y
round. Cheryl’s friend SM

MATTSIN’

NATIONAL GAY.81 contact club 18 .
men and women Confider-42i, low
ales Send SASE to tffiCC. P0
Box 28781-K, San Jose. Co
95159
THE CHOICE OF A NEW generation
SIGMA ALPHA MU’ We are fun
loving, energetic house looking
for pledges end little sisters ready
for the .clternat of growing
fraternity Come and see what
we’re about at 561S 6th St or call
279-9397
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Con
ter Sunday -Lutheran 10 45 am
Catholic 4 00 and B 00 pm Plea.
call Campus Ministry at 298-0204
for worship counseling programs
Rao
and study opportunities
Natalie ShiregFr Bob lawn Sr .
hob.,

BARBE’S WORD PROCESSING Have
lob will process Experienced in
theses, manuscripts, papers. re
backup
sum%
professional
work. Reasonable rates Located
conveniently Call Barbe et 926-

HILLEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION. Shabbal dinners. peril..
Sunday brunches. lectures, Tuesday ’Lunch and Learn.- isr.11
dancing, holiday celebrations
For information cell Heel at 294.

scripts & letters Located in North
San Jo.. only minutes from campus Cell P J at 923-2309

processing, ask for Joye st 264-

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time Experienced, professional word pro-

3562716

Joan Pa..,

Classified

Coiumble MD 21045

HOUSING
ties and housekeeping service
Reasonable rates-shared or sin
gle available Waking distance lo
San Jose State Office 72 N 5th

S J CIVIC LIGHT OPERA seeks matt
erticulate people for PT
season tkket sales by phone

1980 SUZUKI G5/150G Faring, trunk.
looks & runs good Call 384.7399

CUSTOMER SERVICE REP Varled shifts (40-hour week) and varied duties Neel delivery. airport
runt shopppIngs, etc I We call
this our ’cheater -gopher position Applicant must be ’8 years
of age and have excellent driving
record FRONT DESK CLERK.
Compefftive whey. excellent benefits. and I .ffireck growth opportunity Full-or part-time positions
(7ans3pm or 3 pm-11prn shifts

interview, or call Monday through

WHY BUY SEMINAR COURSES? BC,
row them from us’ Real Estee.
Motlyetional, Sales & Business
hornetudy courses Hundreds
to choose ’torn’ We II also accept
any ittiod courses or credit to

(000) 524-1222 a132

AUDITOR This full-time position
otters excellent benefits and competitive salary 11pm-Tern shift
32 -hour week Previous hotel exed. not necessary
perience

AFFORDABLE HOUSING, STUDENT
DISCOUNT Fully furnished. se
Cure and safe rooms, FREE utill

TIME
STUDENT employee
PART
wanted for Spartan Shops CaterProfessional attitude reing
quired Experienced but not necessary Contact Jack or Karen id

"MAT OUT
.-sSP\C I

F1SER Or ThEIR
Goa.

and especially summer
breaks, full time wort is available
Call today for information and an
Friday between 12 noon and 4prn
14061 215-9685 V the line is busy,
please be patent and try again
An equal opportunity company

NO4 CUT

SOME reogi PicivAILY
FEAR THE OCEAN
wn EVERY

Rev

Norb Furn

Twn Three
One
Days Days
Day
3 Lines $355 $435 $4 75
4 Lines $4.35 $5 15 $555
5 Lines $515 $600 $635
6 Lines $595 $680 $715
Each Additional Line Add $ 80

Four
Days
$500
$580
$660
$740

Five
Days
$520
$600
$680
$760

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
$1 05
$1 20
$1 35

Semester Rates (All Issues)
5-9 Lines $4600 10-14 Lines $6300
15 Plus Lines $80 00
Phone 277-3175

111111111111111111111ir

111111111111111111111)1111111111.

1111111111_11111111.1_1111

Print Name
Address

Phone

City & State

Zip

Enclosed is $
Circles Clefillicatton:
Announcements
Automotive
Travel
Stereo

Help Wanted
Housing
For Sale
Typing

Personals
Services
Lost & Found
Computers

1111111

For

SEND CHEM MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SF RATAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

Days
Classihed Desk Located Outside DE1112013
Hours 9-00A M to3.30P M
Deadline* Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
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ere comes

iti4I
HUNDER1
sUGALAND
presents

Enter now for vacation giveaway!

FALL
Bowling Leagues

On sale at Kinko’s:

KODAK

Win a Trip to

FLOPPY
DISKS

1

CHINESE STUDENT ASSOCIATION (CSA) TRIOS
14 weeks, beginning September 8

TUESDAY
7:00 PM

SJSU HANDICAP DOUBLES LEAGUE
14 weeks, beginning September 9

WEDNESDAY
6:45 PM

Includes Airfare
Hotel for 2!

$,?,5
$i1! ,p
$17.95
$22.95
pa

MONDAY
9:001 ’M

k

GRAND PRIZE

Micros s 10-pack

3’, Micro d s 10-pack

Double density
Error -free
Also sold individually

WEDNESDAY MIXED FOURS
13 weeks, beginning September 10

FRIDAY
12 NOON

FACULTY -STAFF LUNCH LEAGUE
13 weeks, beginning September 12

Round-trip to
Honolulu on
Hawaiian Airlines.
One week at the
Sheraton Hotel
at Waikiki Beach.

STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA

2nd PRIZE
Apple Macintosh
Computer

ATTENTION COLLEGIATE BOWLERS
Sign Up Now!
to try out for the

(408) 277-3226

3rd PRIZE

1986-87

8mm Kodak Video
Camera System

Contest ends Nov 1st

kinkom

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

Tuesday & Thursday, September 9 & 11
4-7 p.m. Each Day

295-4336

295-5511

OPEN 6 DAYS
310 S. Third St.
(across from McDonald’s)

OPEN 24 HOURS
481 E. San Carlos St.
(between 10th & 11th)

Information and Sign ups at the Desk

(408) 277-3226

STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA
..r.i
r-

BAJO

Burger House

"Featuring the Best Old
Fashion Hamburgers & Homemade
Fries in San Jose."

AThe

Saturday and Sunday 5-8 PM

$5.00 All -You
Can -Eat-Bar-13-Q

For Orders To Go
Call
292-2882

Price includes draft beer,
wine, well, margaritas
plus our incredible
20 Foot Buffet!!

Monday Football is Back!
Large Screen and Multi -Monitors
Free Popcorn
SOC Draft Beer
SOC Hot Dogs
SOC Tacos
"7,77"\
4191 HANII I ON All
CAMPBELL Cl 95009
(4041) 374 4200

OFF MT 17
AT HAMILTON

1
7 8
14 15
21 22
28 29

BAJO
(AriA

OPEN MON-FRI 11:00AM-Midnight
SAT-SUN 4:00PM-Midnight

I

388 E. Santa Clara (AT 8TH)
San Jose, CA 95113

2

,
-

, .4%

-411’

r_i_....--.111111111111INNIMIMIONIMMINMEMIN
N

Buy 1 Ice Cream
Sundae
and get 1
ihiwa
FREE !
k,_=5
You pay only for
higher priced
sundae

1

Exp. 9-15-86
Sun-Thurs 11-11pm Fri 8, Sat 11-11:30

***

WS***

Voted Bay Area’s Best
George Lydon
INAS South Wincheadez 8M1, San Jose California 95I2it
Telephone 14013137944170

(between Hamilton & Payne)
980 Woodside Rd
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On sale at Kinko’s:

KODAK

Win a Trip to

911

FLOPPY
DISKS
ss

Includes Airfare
It Hotel for 2!

10 pack

Micro

SJSU HANDICAP DOUBLES LEAGUE
14 weeks, beginning September 9

WEDNESDAY
,15 PM

GRAND PRIZE

Round-trip to
Honolulu on
Hawaiian Airlines.
One week at the
Sheraton Hotel
at Waikiki Beach.

pa( k

3

CHINESE STUDENT ASSOCIATION (CSA) TRIOS
14 weeks, beginning September 8

TUESDAY
7 0)) PM

$9.95
$11.95
$17.95
$22.95
5

MONDAY
9 00 1 ’M

pack

2nd PRIZE

Micro d s 10-pack

Apple Macintosh
Computer

Double density
Error-free
Also sold individually

FRIDAY
12 NOON

FACULTY-STAFF LUNCH LEAGUE
13 weeks, beginning September 12

(408) 277-3226

STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA
ATTENTION COLLEGIATE BOWLERS
Sign Up Now!
to try out for the

3rd PRIZE

1986-87

8mm Kodak Video
Camera System

Contest ends Nov. 1st.

kinktrr

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

Tuesday & Thursday, September 9 & 11
4-7 p.m. Each Day

295-4336

295-5511

OPEN 6 DAYS
310 S. Third St.
(across from McDonald’s)

OPEN 24 HOURS
481 E. San Carlos St.
(between 10th & 11th)

BAje
$5.00 All -You
Can -Eat-Bar-B -Q
Price includes draft beer,
wine, well, margaritas
plus our incredible
20 Foot Buffet!!

Monday Football is Back!
1
Large Screen and Multi -Monitors
Free Popcorn
SOC Draft Beer
SOC Hot Dogs
SOC Tacos
,-;77N
Off (WY 37
AT HAMATON

Information and Sign ups at the /1.sh

(408) 277-3226

STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA

Burger House

Saturday and Sunday 5-8 PM

199 1 HAMILTON AM
CAMPIE I CA 95009
(409) 314 4290

WEDNESDAY MIXED FOURS
13 weeks, beginning September 10

BOM I
I

"Featuring the Best Old
Fashion Hamburgers & Homemade
Fries in San Jose."

AThThe

’

For Orders To Go
Call
292-2882

FREE!

You pay only for
higher priced
sundae

OPEN MON-FRI 11 00AM-Midnight
SAT -SUN 4 OOPM-Midnight

388 E. Santa Clara (AT 8TH)
San Jose, CA 95113

Buy 1 Ice Cream
Sundae
and get 1

Exp. 9-15-86

Sun-Thurs 11-11pm Fri & Sat 11-1130

***
Voted Bay Area’s Best
George Lydon
1345 South WIncheshrz TM., San JOISC.C811Tomla 93128
Telephone 1108) 379:6170
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9130 Woodside Rd
Redwood City (newt to Jack In the Bon
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Enter now for vacation giveaway!

FALL
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On sale at Kinko’s:

KODAK !. 1

Win a Trip to

FLOPPY
DISKS

Includes Airfare
& Hotel for 2!
GRAND PRIZE

Round-trip to
Honolulu on
Hawaiian Airlines.
One week at the
Sheraton Hotel
at Waikiki Beach.
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Micros s 10-pack
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Micro d s 10-pack

SJSU HANDICAP DOUBLES LEAGUE
14 weeks. beginning September 9

WEDNESDAY
f) 15 PM

S s 10 pack

2

CHINESE STUDENT ASSOCIATION (CSA) TRIOS
14 weeks, beginning September8

TUESDAY
7:00 PM

$9.95
$11.95
$17.95
$22.95
3’

MONDAY
900 PM

2nd PRIZE

Apple Macintosh
Computer

Double density
Error -free
Also sold individually

FRIDAY
12 NOON

FACULTY-STAFF LUNCH LEAGUE
13 weeks, beginning September 12

(408) 277-3226

STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA
ATTENTION COLLEGIATE BOWLERS
Sign Up Now!
to try out for the

3rd PRIZE

1986-87

8mm Kodak Video
Camera System

Contest ends Nov 1st
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SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

Tuesday & Thursday, September 9 & 11
4-7 p.m. Each Day

295-4336

295-5511

OPEN 6 DAYS
310S. Third St.
(across from McDonald 5)

OPEN 24 HOURS
481 E. San Carlos St.
(between 10th & 11th)
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MM.’

IM

INN

Information and Signups at the Desk

(408) 277-3226

STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA

NMI 1111

BAje
Saturday and Sunday 5-8 PM

$5.00 All -You
Can -Eat-Bar-B -Q
Price includes draft beer,
wine, well, margaritas
plus our incredible
20 Foot Buffet!!

Monday Football is Back!
Large Screen and Multi -Monitors
Free Popcorn
SOC Draft Beer
SOC Hot Dogs
SOC Tacos
499 l HAMMON AOl
CAMPlfll CA 95008
MC 374 4790

WEDNESDAY MIXED FOURS
13 weeks, beginning September 10

Burger House

’ ’Featuring the Best Old
Fashion Hamburgers & Homemade
Fries in San Jose."

AThe
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EASY TO ORDER
N987
H211
M339
L126
SH606
H273
M349
N879
SH693
N1065

Spuds MacKenzie Stuffed Animal
Bud Lt. Corduroy Cap
Bud Lt. Navy Satin Jacket S,M,L,XL,XXL
Bud Lt. Ladies’ Pink Golf Shirt S,M,L
Bud Lt. Men’s Navy Golf Shirt S,M,L,XL,XXL
Bud King of Beers Baseball Cap
Bud Label Sweater S,M,L,XL,XXL
Budweiser Velour Beach Towel ....
Bud It. Spuds T-Shirt S,M,L,XL ..
Spuds Wall Watch

To Order By
Telephone

Call 1-(800) 325-9665
Call 1-(800) 325-9169 in Missouri

$34.95 each
S 5.75 each
$34.95 each
$19.95 each
S19.95 each
S 5.50 each
$32.00 each
$16.50 each
6 95 each
S29.95 each
Or Write For Additional
Information:

DON’T DESPAIR!
"
special poster
offer 11,1’.5105’11 ki,,t1 you may order
additional poster order forms by
sending your name and address to
Now Services. Inc . PO Box 93292.
Atlanta Georgia 303770292
ti.

Promotional Products Group
P.O. Box 27839
St. Louis, MO 63146

CUT ON DOTTED LINE

ANY 5 FOR
ORDER THESE BEAUTIFUL
FULL COLOR POSTERS

ORDER ALL 25 FOR $15"
RECEIVE A 5 -POSTER SET FOR $5.00 OR BETTER YET,
THE ENTIRE POSTER COLLECTION FOR $15.00. A REMARKABLE DEAL!!!
;or easy identification, the 5 -poster sets are identified by color squares on the tront of this order coupon
SPECIAL! In addition to the normal groups of A,B,C,D and E, you may order a special group of 5 posters of America’s favorite dog, "Spuds
MacKenzie," at the some 55.00 price.
You may also pick’n choose any posters in any quantity at a price of SI 00 each plus o S2.50 handling charge per order. Minimum order is 5 posters.
CHECK YOUR PREFERENCE
Entire collection for 51500
Group A (Red) S5 00

Group F (Special all
Spuds series) S500

Group D (Yellow) S5.00
Group E (Black) S5 00

Group B (Blue) S5 00
Group C (Green) S500

Pick ’N Choose 5100 each plus S250 handling charge (minimum 5 posters)
CHECK YOUR CHOICE
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

13
14
15

Please make your check or money order (no cash) payable to NOW
Services, Inc , and send together with this coupon to NOW Services,
Inc , PO Box 93292, Atlanta, GA 30377.0292. Mail order only
(no phone orders).
Payment most accompany order coupon All orders shipped postage paid Allow
two week Sfrom receipt of order for delivery Offer expires December 31, 1986
Offer good in U S A except where prohibited, taxed or otherwise restricted No
beer purchase necessary

19.
20.
21.

16
17
18

24
25

22.
23

SHIP TO
NAME (PLEASE PRINT)

STREET ADDRESS OR PO Box

City

STATE

ANHEUSER-BUSCH. INC . ST. LOUIS. MO, U.S .A.

Zip LOILE

